COSI videoconferencing connects your students with scientists, doctors, and experts in their fields with a LIVE interactive two-way experience at your school.

COSI Interactive Videoconferencing programs fulfill the Scientific Inquiry and Application Components of the Ohio College and Career Readiness Standards and the Next Generation Science Standards.

Visit cosi.org/IVC to learn more or email videoconferencing@cosi.org
AVAILABLE PROGRAMS:
Many programs include a related kit of materials for a classroom of 30 students

Gadget Works: Simple Machines
Grades 2-6

Gadget Works: Force and Motion
Grades 2-6

Engineering Challenge
Grades 5-8

Introduction to Coding
Grades 5-8

Ask the Chief Scientist: All About Space
Grades 5-12

Plant Solutions for Global Problems
Grades 6-12

Surgical Suite: Total Knee Replacement
Grades 6 - Adult

You Become the Pharmacist
Grades 7-12

In Depth: Kidney Transplant
Grades 9 - Adult

In Depth: Autopsy
Grades 10 - Adult

Forensic Psychology
Grades 9-12

Genetic Counseling
Grades 9-12

Visit cosi.org/IVC to learn more or email videoconferencing@cosi.org